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It will be interesting, as always, to see what models take
to the water in the course of
2015. What do you have
planned? If you’re stuck for
a subject, don’t forget we have
a comprehensive library of
old model boat magazines to
inspire you, and friendly advice at hand.
Now, can you name the ship
on the cover of this magazine
(left)?
Here’s a clue - she was always
regarded as a ‘wet’ ship!

Radio receiver waterproofing tip by Murray
Here is a cheap and simple way of protecting your receiver
(Rx) from water damage. “Tic Tac”® peppermint sweets
come in a handy flip top transparent plastic container that fits
most modern slim line Rx’s (Hitec Optic 6 Sport shown).
Remove the label with turps. Pull out the white end plug and
cut off the flip lid. Now feed your servo and ESC leads in
through the flip lid opening and connect them to the Rx. Run
your aerial out through the flip lid opening.
Pack some foam under the Rx and slip it inside the container. Then insert the white end plug. Finally stuff some more
foam around the cables inside the flip lid
opening and secure
them with a cable tie
to make a water tight
seal.
For added security
mount it half way
between the floor
and deck. You may
also want to mount
it where you can view
the Rx status lights.

In the pre-Airfix era, Micromodels were a range of miniature
cardboard models supplied at
modest cost in an envelope containing colour printed cards that
measured about 130 x 90mm.
Shown are 3 (of 6) cards of the
Royal Bluebottle, the yacht given
to the Queen on her wedding day
by the Isle of Wight YC. There
was also a larger, fold-out sheet
for the sails. This kit appeared
in 1950, taking its place alongside a huge range of subjects
including locomotives, aircraft, railway accessories and ships.
A study of the cards will reveal the considerable degree of
skill needed to build this tiny model, with its internal lining,
bulkheads, mast, 3D shaping, rigging and so on.

